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Abstract 
Introduction.  
The importance of water compartment in bone architecture is well defined in the scientific literature, and 
biological effects of “hydration” with mineral waters demonstrate a key role in bone metabolism. 
Material and method.  
Several studies, reviews describe and summarize characteristics of water, as one of the main bone component, 
underline the measurable status and clinical applications. Presenting and highlighting the preventive and 
treatment role of mineral waters in skeletal diseases, belongs to a balneological approach. 
Results and discussions. 
A bone structural component and interfacial agent, water attribute in biomechanical properties, interact in 
formation, organization of collagen, proteogligans, proteins, contribute in orientation and transport ions, 
apatite crystals.  
Bone composed of a porous matrix fulfill by water, the solid compartment include organic matter and minerals. 
Studies distinguish two water compartments, one mineral and matrix-bound water and a free form, which 
located inside pores, also the water mobility within hydroxyapatite pores was demonstrate. 
Bone water content is measurable, actually quantification methods like nuclear magnetic resonance ultrashort 
echo time or microcomputed tomography imaging reveal accuracy of assessing bone microarchitecture and 
quality. The 3D structure can be affected by age and disease-related variables.  
Mineral waters in natural nutritional way influence bone metabolism, certain studies consider bicarbonate rich 
alkali mineral waters decreasing bone resorption. 
Conclusions.  
The hydration status is essential to structural behavior of the bone tissue. Mapping the evidence by imaging 
methods, the collagen-mineral-water interaction can contribute to an assessment of bone quality, prevent 
fracture risk. 
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